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Introduction

In the ordinary problems of the Calculus of Variations, an extremal is defined
in general as an arc along which the first variation of the prescribed integral J
vanishes. Such an arc is completely characterized by the fact that it satisfies
the attached Euler differential equations and transversality conditions.
Among such extremal arcs there are certain ones which furnish a minimum
value of J under the prescribed boundary conditions. It has always been a
matter of primary theoretical i,nterest in the Calculus of Variations to determine
when such a minimum is realized. In the case of a minimum the minimizing
arc can be found by use of a minimizing principle.
For extremal arcs not furnishing a minimum the attached quadratic accessory
minimum problem no longer is analogous to a positive definite quadratic form.
It has long been recognized that the number of negative terms, or ’type number’,
in this normalized form is equal to the number of negative characteristic values
in the associated linear self-adjoint boundary value problem. This fact hs
been especially apparent ever since the formulation of the theory of homogeneous linear integral equations with real symmetric kernels. It is implicitly
involved in the work of Birkhoff’ without regard to the boundary value problem, in particular for the case of type number zero (minimum) and type number
one (minimax). Morse has subsequently developed the notion of type number
systematically, also using the method of broken extremuls.
The question arises as to whether or not all extremals whatsoever may not
be obtained as a solution of a properly formulated minimum problem. In the
prescott paper we show that this is indeed the case. More definitely, we show
that by adding a suitable set of ’natural isoperimetric conditions’, which are
automatically satisfied by every possible extremal fulfilling the given conditions,
there is obtained a related isoperimetric problem for which the extremal arc in
question is a minimizing arc.
So far as we know, the only case in which such natural isoperimetric condiReceived March 25, 1935.
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